POWDER PACKER
MODULE
FAST RECIPE CHANGEOVERS.
SIMPLY DONE.

Reduce changeover time and
improve efficiency with a
Matcon packing system.

www.matconibc.com

The Powder Packer
for efficient
B2B bulk packing
Achieve quick changeovers between recipes
and reduce production downtime when packing
powders into sacks.
Due to the simple design and cartridge-style, toolfree, swap-out heads, the Powder Packer can be
easily cleaned down between recipe changes much
more quickly than traditional Auger Fillers.
It can handle a range of powder types from cohesive
to very free-flowing without the need for technical
adjustments, due to the easy to use dual mode
software.

Intermediate Bulk
Container (IBC)

THE MATCON IBC
PACKING MODULE
Discharge Station

Optional Inline Sieving

Easy clean design for rapid recipe
changeovers
Packing capabilities from 10 to 25kg
sized containers, 1- 2 bags packed
per minute
Repeatable dosing accuracy

Bag or Box Filling Head
Touchscreen PLC Controls

Weigh Scale

Dual-use modes for different powder
types without complicated software
No segregation of the mixed recipe
assures product quality
Accommodates different bag sizes

Overall Height

IBC Height

The IBC packing module reduces
recipe changeover time.

Providing a more flexible packing solution
compared to traditional packers.
Rapid batch changeovers due to the simple design
and use of change-out parts.
No segregation of mix as product is discharged
under mass-flow with first-in first-out material flow.
Repeatable dosing accuracy due to Cone Valve
technology combined with loss-in-weight and
gain-in-weight load cells.
Tool free connections mean Operators can
complete changeovers not the Maintenance crew.
Suitable for a variety of powder types from
cohesive to very free-flowing without changing
tooling.
Operator-friendly controls can store multiple
recipe parameters in an easy to use format.

IBC Size

IBC Height

Overall Height*

1000

1398 mm

4917 mm

1500

1794 mm

5313 mm

2000

2235 mm

5754 mm

2500

2671 mm

6190 mm

*Based on standard equipment inc. optional Inline Sieve.

www.matconibc.com

We specialise in providing complete
materials handling solutions in the
Food, Nutrition, Pharmaceutical
and Chemical sectors.
We’re not just an IBC provider, but a
true partner helping you accomplish
the right system for your needs.

THE POWDER HANDLING EXPERTS
www.matconibc.com
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